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A note from A_Non73:
On my morning run today I was in a much better place
mentally than I was this time 4 years ago - when in my anger
and feeling of loss I responded by creating the Gorilla X
character and Uncivil Society project.
For those who have been receiving Uncivil Society projects
for the last four years, you know I am no fan of either side of
the Capitalist party - red or blue. But after the last 48
months of enduring of the orange racist, rapist, loudmouth
clown soaking in attention - both positive and negative while
a truly nefarious cabal has worked to undermine/erode what
remained of the patina or illusion of what this social
experiment was intended to be - I am exhausted to say the
least.
I really don’t expect clarity until January because the snakes
in the grass are going to do anything to preserve their
power. That said, it is harder to suppress a mail in ballot
than intimidate someone who is voting in person. For
example the state where I live has held mail only elections

for over 20 years and there has less than 400 cases of voter
fraud - mostly a relative signing a ballot for a deceased
parent. The fact the voter turnout was the highest since
1900 is encouraging.
Even though the election signi ed the passing of a large
orange dump, I am still wrapping my mind around that 67
million people in this country - about 20% of the population
voted for bigotry, racist hatred, police brutality, lies,
corruption and cowardice. It is clear that a lot of people
are buying the bigotry and division that Fascist cabal is
selling — they just don’t want their family, friends, and
neighbors to know it, so they don’t tell the pollsters. It is like
they’re scar ng down a Big Mac in their car, in the dark
corner of a McDonald’s parking lot, before heading home
and pretending to enjoy a plate of baked chicken and
broccoli.
Do I expect change? I can only hope that the new old white
man will croak and we can have a female president. Yet I
know if that happens the angry armed scumbags will crawl
back out from under their rocks and clamor to start a second
race war on our soil. In historical irony - replicating the
legacy of the last Know-Nothing president left behind.
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I accept the Orange Clown is just that, a character who
accurately projects of what our nation really is, and how it
has been perceived by the word for the last century. In

many ways he is just playing another reality tv show
character, replete with oppy wig, long tie - who embodies
exactly what our country is, morally corrupt, a global bully
who has raped the world for resources for a century,
embraced militarized brutality both domestically and
abroad to enforce racial divisions while celebrating the
mythology of bootstrap capitalist wealth knowing full and
well it is all a Ponzi scheme. . .and the 63 million voters who
said in 2016 that they chose Trump because they thought he
was “just like them” turned out to be right.
Now, by picking him again, those voters are showing that
they are just like him: angry, spoiled, racially resentful,
aggrieved, and willing to die rather than ever admit that
they were wrong. So much so their number have grown to
67 million and counting. The politics of cultural resentment,
the obsessions of white anxiety, are so intense that his voters
are determined not only to preserve minority rule but to
leave a dangerous sociopath in the Oval Of ce.
So what now? I still stand with my convictions and vision for
having the West Coast break away and start our own nation but even here one in three voted red. Knowing that snakes
in the grass are still slithering, and need to be stomped.
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It was four years ago I launched the Uncivil Society project in
direct response to the Dump. In these four years as much
Fascist theater we have witnessed, a progressive upwelling

has also manifested in response - from pink pussy hats, to
Black Lives Matter - and from this awakening it is my hope
that our society will embrace, enact and achieve equality for
all.
I realized that my initial inspiration of using the Gorilla Girls
as my project icon was problematic to say the least - moving
forward I have “rebranded” my project with a new logo and
character A_Non73 as we enter a new chapter over the next
four years.

To interesting times indeed.
a_non73@theuncivilsociety.com
www.theuncivilsociety.com

